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Fontaine Modification, established in 1985, is North America’s most comprehensive, engineering-focused 
provider of post-production services for commercial vehicle manufacturers, dealers, and fleets. Currently, 
Fontaine has 10 modification centers strategically located close to OEM shipping channels in the U.S. The 
Springfield, OH, facility* specifically focuses on Chevrolet Low Cab Forward, Silverado Medium-Duty, and 
International CV™ Series.

*Search Fontaine Modification’s inventory at our Springfield, Ohio, facility at 
www.fontainemodification.worktrucksolutions.com. 

Call for pricing and let us know if you are interested, print the information, and share. Our Sales Team will 
respond quickly to your inquiry and work with you on your Work Truck needs.
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LAREDO, TX

GARLAND, TX

STATESVILLE, NC

CHARLOTTE, NC

SALEM, VA

DUBLIN, VA

HEADQUARTERS

CHILLICOTHE, OH

DETROIT, MI

SPRINGFIELD, OH

MINERAL WELLS, WV

CHARLOTTE, NC
9827 Mount Holly Rd. 
704.409.1600
Corporate Headquarters
Innovation Center
 OEM Focus: Freightliner

DETROIT, MI
6500 E. Davison St.
313.265.4840
 OEM Focus: Ford

DUBLIN, VA
5135 Cougar Trail Rd.
540.674.3300
 OEM Focus:  

Volvo, Mack

CHILLICOTHE, OH
144 N. Park Dr.  
740.672.2118
 OEM Focus:  
 Kenworth

GARLAND, TX
725 S. Jupiter Rd.
972.244.6200
 OEM Focus:  

Peterbilt, Kenworth

LAREDO, TX
15617 US 83 N. Unit B
956.791.0450
 OEM Focus: 

International,  
Freightliner

MINERAL WELLS, WV
207 Matheny Ln.
681.612.0444
 OEM Focus: Hino, Isuzu

SALEM, VA
6450 Technology Dr. 
540.674.3300
Inside Mack Trucks Medium Duty
Roanoke Valley Operations
 OEM Focus: Mack 

Medium Duty

SPRINGFIELD, OH
200 Eagle City Rd.
937.346.0265
 OEM Focus:  

Navistar, Chevrolet 

STATESVILLE, NC
2718 Salisbury Hwy.
704.872.3792
Fleet Services Headquarters
 OEM Focus:  

Freightliner



Fontaine Modification’s reputation and history are built 
on our innovative solutions, excellence in engineering, 
superior workmanship, unmatched warranty, and 
outstanding customer service. 

ENGINEERING
We provide engineering solutions to meet customers’ unique requirements and specific applications, 
all while adhering to federal safety standards. We effectively provide design solutions that exceed OEM 
standards, while maintaining the look and feel of a factory-provided option. Fontaine Modification’s design 
versatility is the foundation on which our customers depend to package their equipment for performance 
and reliability.

STRATEGIC LOCATIONS
Fontaine has established solid relationships with the leading truck OEMs. Our modification centers are 
strategically located near OEM manufacturing facilities and/or distribution channels for ultimate customer 
convenience and ship-thru arrangements. As a result, we can move your new trucks directly from the OEM 
shipping channel to one of our modification centers and then return them to the OEM equalized freight 
system and on to their destination with limited additional shipping costs. Your new trucks will get to work 
in the shortest amount of time possible.

SHIP-THRU SILVERADO MEDIUM-DUTY
Our Ship-Thru Program for Silverado Medium Duty trucks in Springfield, Ohio minimizes shipping 
cost after the upfit/modification. This program simplifies the delivery process with work ready trucks, 
maximizing order to delivery efficiency and minimizing overall delivery costs. 
 

BAILMENT POOL, GM MEDIUM-DUTY 
Order available Chevrolet Low Cab Forward, Silverado 4500HD, 5500HD, and 6500HD work trucks from 
our pool, complete with a variety of upfit possibilities and many equipment options.

With our Bailment Chassis and Ship-Thru agreement, you receive Work Ready trucks with low lead times 
and minimal procurement effort. This greatly simplifies the process and reduces lost time. The result: 
trucks are on the job sooner!

FINANCIAL STRENGTH
As a Marmon Holdings / Berkshire Hathaway company, Fontaine Modification has a strong financial 
position with independent operations, brand value, and a culture that promotes honesty and integrity with 
an emphasis on customers. Marmon Holdings owns more than 400 facilities in 23 countries with 28,000+ 
employees and $10 billion in annual revenue.
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SERVICE BODIES 
A Great Combination of Durability and Versatility
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STANDARD
Lock Cylinder
Keyed alike with double-bitted keys. Power door lock 
ready for easy after-market installation.

Compartment Trays
Adjustable bolt-in material trays (250-lb. capacity) with 
movable dividers.

Cutouts
Openings in intermediate panels between horizontal and 
adjacent vertical compartments provide extended storage 
between compartments. 

Door Hinges
Concealed, bolt-on style provides increased security and 
clean appearance.

Fender Panels
Single-piece die-stamped bolt-on wheel openings to fit 
specific chassis configurations.

OPTIONS
Grille Guard (Silverado® Medium-Duty Trucks)
 Heavy duty tilt-down custom design. High-strength steel ring assembly mounts to solid ¼-inch steel plate uprights for 

enhanced strength and rigidity. Frame-mounted to stand up to tough applications.
 Tilting brackets allow service technicians to perform under-hood work without removing the grille guard. It folds and is out of 

the way.
 Grille Guard integrates seamlessly with the truck’s overall appearance, accentuating the hood nameplate. Installation requires 

no drilling, which helps avoid future maintenance issues.

Length Width No. of Side Compartments
11’2” 95” 8
Compartment Depth Floor Width Side Height Weight (LBS)
20” 52.5” 44.5” 2,003



SERVICE TRUCKS 
A Great Combination of Durability and Versatility

The sleek design of the Medium-Duty Service Body includes these standard features to enhance your 
company's image, while protecting your tools and equipment from theft and the elements:
 • Full-height, large 44.5" (high), 20" (deep) lockable compartment doors
 • Fully concealed door hinges and hidden drip-rails
 • Bolt-on, lockable stainless steel compartment latches

Constructed primarily of 14-gauge, powder-coated Galvanneal steel, these bodies feature plenty of secure 
storage space, load space tie-down rings and aluminum grab handles. Add any of our wide array of optional 
equipment such as drawer packages, crane reinforcement, tank compartments, and more, and you can easily 
configure the MDST to meet your specific application needs.

STRENGTH & DURABILITY
Lock-bolt construction provides exceptional strength and durability, eliminating the need for cutting, welding, or grinding which can allow 
corrosion to start.

PROTECTION FOR VALUABLES
Lockable stainless steel 3-point T-handle latches will hold compartment doors securely in the closed position while making unauthorized 
compartment entry difficult.

HIGH SECURITY & LOW MAINTENANCE
Fully hidden door hinges enhance security while their bolt-on design makes them easy to maintain or replace. 

LONG LASTING GOOD LOOKS 
The service body exterior, compartment interiors and cargo area surfaces are finished in durable, corrosion-resistant white power coat.

SERVICE BODIES 
A Great Combination of Durability and Versatility
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LANDSCAPE BODIES
Landscaping crews need specialized bodies to transport tools and supplies to the worksite. 
Our landscape bodies help your crew increase efficiency and productivity.
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LENGTH        WIDTH         APPROX. WEIGHT 
14'               96"                   2160
16'               96"                   2320
DOVETAIL NOT INCLUDED IN LENGTH

STANDARD
1/8" nominal tread plate 
4" structural channel long sills 
3" structural channel crossmembers 
48" or 60" expanded metal header 
17" expanded metal-hinged side 
1/8" tread plate dovetail with expanded metal overlay 
Ramp – spring assisted 1 piece 
Fold-down expanded metal 24" x 24" storage compartment 
7 red, 2 amber clearance lights (LED) 
2 oval stop and turn lights 

2 oval Cyclops lights 
Length – 10' through 16' 
Width – 96" 
Fuel spout bracket - loose 
Paint – Black Polyurethane 
All-Weather under-coating 
Weatherproof wiring harness
Ramp – 2-piece spring assisted



HAULER BODIES
Versatile Bodies for Transporting Tools and Pulling Trailers
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STANDARD
1/8” tread plate floor 6" structural channel long sills
3” structural channel cross-members on 16” 
spacing
Gooseneck compartment w/ 2-5/16” ball installed - 
30,000# rating
7-way plug-in Gooseneck with adapter to chassis 
and rear plug
Roll tube header with structural support under bed
Mitered rear tail skirt
Mitered front corners (dual rear wheel)
Pockets and rubrail 2 sides
Rear tail skirt 10GA smooth with built-in step
Tag bracket and lights
(9) 3⁄4” LED bullet clearance lights (7 red; 2 amber) 
header lights 2 red stop & turn with Cyclops
Taillights - 2 red S&T and 2 red S&T with Cyclops 
backup
Class 5 hitch - 2.5" tube, D rings & 7-way plug 
18,500# rating

OPTIONS
Taller headboard for MD Chassis

GRILLE OPTIONS
Grille Guard (Silverado® Medium-Duty Trucks)
 Heavy duty tilt-down custom design. High-strength steel ring assembly mounts to solid ¼-inch steel plate uprights for 

enhanced strength and rigidity. Frame-mounted to stand up to tough applications.
 Tilting brackets allow service technicians to perform under-hood work without removing the grille guard. It folds and 

is out of the way.
 Grille Guard integrates seamlessly with the truck’s overall appearance, accentuating the hood nameplate. Installation 

requires no drilling, which helps avoid future maintenance issues.

MODEL  LENGTH   FLOOR WIDTH  WEIGHT  (LBS)
F 11’6” 138” 99  1550



FLAT/STAKE BED BODIES
18’ & 20’ STAKE - Flatbed bodies may be ordered with stake pockets for additional versatility.
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STANDARD
1/8” or 3/16” smooth or tread plate floor
5” structural channel long sills on 8’-12’
7” structural channel long sills on 14’-26’
3” structural channel crossmembers (18” centers) 
pockets 4 sides & rub-rails 3 sides
Length – 8’ through 26’
Width – 92” floor with 4” pockets & rub-rail 96” wide 
fuel spout vracket - loose
Paint – Black Polyurethane
All-weather undercoating
Weatherproof wiring harness
9 clearance lights (LED)

OPTIONS
 6” structural channel long sills
 8” structural channel long sills
 3” structural channel crossmembers (12” centers) 
 4” structural channel crossmembers (12” centers) 
 Pipe-back crossmember
 Width – 102”– internal pockets 

HEADER OPTIONS
 40” city stake header
 36” solid - 10ga header
 42” solid - 10ga header 
 52” solid - 10ga header 
 60” solid - 10ga header
 Heavy-Duty header (by quote) 16” x 20” plasma cut 

window full width plasma cut window

GRILLE OPTIONS
Grille Guard (Silverado® Medium-Duty Trucks)
 Heavy duty tilt-down custom design. High-strength steel ring assembly mounts to solid ¼-inch steel plate uprights for 

enhanced strength and rigidity. Frame-mounted to stand up to tough applications.
 Tilting brackets allow service technicians to perform under-hood work without removing the grille guard. It folds and 

is out of the way.
 Grille Guard integrates seamlessly with the truck’s overall appearance, accentuating the hood nameplate. Installation 

requires no drilling, which helps avoid future maintenance issues.

LENGTH        WIDTH         APPROX. WEIGHT 
10’ 96 1250
12’ 96 1500
14’ 96 1800
16’ 96 2050
18’ 96 2300
20’ 96 2550
22’ 96 2800
24’ 96 3050
26’ 96 3350



CHIPPER BODIES 
Loading and Hauling Wood Chips Efficiently
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STANDARD
Curbside interior ladder box with pruner shelf and locking 
rear door
30″ H swing to side tailgate
Upper radius panel vents
5″ H long sills
Coal tar interior of chip box
Undercoated underside of chip box
LED light package with 6 & 7 RV style trailer plug

Dimensions
11’L x 66″H x 96″W 
Completed body weight with L Box: 3830 lbs

Chassis Requirements
84″ cab-to-axle chassis fit 
132″ clean frame 
19,500 lbs GVWR

Power Hoist
Hoist assembly with 12V electric pump

Towing Hitch
Hitch package with T-60 pintle (15K# – GTW)

Tool Boxes
“L” box (48”W x 51”H x 96”D)

OTHER FEATURES
Adjustable shelves (2)
Swivel rope hooks (8)
Locking doors with door seal and security rods
4-head amber strobe system: (2) LED lights in front and rear 
Subframe mounted hoist with electric powered hydraulics
15,000 lb. capacity tow package with T-60 pintle hook
Rubber wheel chock & bracket assembly (2) 
5-lb. fire extinguisher with mounting bracket
Roadside triangle/flare kit 
Back-up alarm 
Fuel fill bracket assembly
Roof-top ladder rack with steps & roller
Electric brake control (Kelsey Hayes 817141)
Fixed cone holder painted black
Paint single stage chassis matching white

GRILLE OPTIONS
Grille Guard (Silverado® Medium-Duty Trucks)
 Heavy duty tilt-down custom design. High-strength steel ring assembly mounts to solid ¼-inch steel plate uprights for 

enhanced strength and rigidity. Frame-mounted to stand up to tough applications.
 Tilting brackets allow service technicians to perform under-hood work without removing the grille guard. It folds and 

is out of the way.
 Grille Guard integrates seamlessly with the truck’s overall appearance, accentuating the hood nameplate. Installation 

requires no drilling, which helps avoid future maintenance issues.



DUMP BODIES
The traditional job site work horse. Bodies available in various sizes to optimize your capacity.
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OPTIONS
Hand-Crank Tarp
Easily protects your material and keeps it in your truck, even when moving.
PolyFender
Protects the underside of your body from debris and mud.
Steel Underbody Toolboxes
Organize and securely store your tools and parts with convenient, build-in toolboxes.
Aluminum Underbody Toolboxes
Protect and organize your tools in a lightweight, corrosion-resistant aluminum box system.
Stainless Steel Underbody Toolboxes
Further protect and organize your valuable tools in a corrosion-resistant stainless steel box system.

GRILLE OPTIONS
Grille Guard (Silverado® Medium-Duty Trucks)
 Heavy duty tilt-down custom design. High-strength steel ring assembly mounts to solid ¼-inch steel plate uprights for 

enhanced strength and rigidity. Frame-mounted to stand up to tough applications.
 Tilting brackets allow service technicians to perform under-hood work without removing the grille guard. It folds and 

is out of the way.
 Grille Guard integrates seamlessly with the truck’s overall appearance, accentuating the hood nameplate. Installation 

requires no drilling, which helps avoid future maintenance issues.

OA LENGTH OA WIDTH 
9’ 94”
FLOOR WIDTH SIDE HEIGHT WEIGHT (LBS)
48.5” 16” 1355
OA LENGTH OA WIDTH 
11' 94”
FLOOR WIDTH SIDE HEIGHT WEIGHT (LBS)
48.5” 16” 1569

STANDARD
16” drop down sides 
Keeps your vehicle, and those around you, safe.



DESCRIPTION OA LENGTH OA WIDTH SIDE HEIGHT WEIGHT (LBS) CA/WHEELBASE*

SERVICE  11’2” 95”/52.5” 44.6” 2003 84"

14’ LANDSCAPE 18’6” 96” 17” 2160 LCF 150"; Crew 76"

16’ LANDSCAPE  20’6” 96” 17” 2320 LCF 176"

HAULERS 11’ 99” N/A 1550 84"

FLAT/STAKE BED 18’ - 20’ 96” 40” 2800 LCF 176"

CHIPPER 11’ 96” 66” 3830 84"

DUMP 9’ 94” 16” 1355 60"

DUMP 11’ 94” 16” 1569 84"

         BODY WEIGHT CHART

*Required Cab to Axle/Wheelbase
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GRILLE OPTIONS
Grille Guard (Silverado® Medium-Duty Trucks)

 Heavy duty tilt-down custom design. High-strength steel ring assembly mounts to solid ¼-inch steel plate uprights for 
enhanced strength and rigidity. Frame-mounted to stand up to tough applications.

 Tilting brackets allow service technicians to perform under-hood work without removing the grille guard. It folds and 
is out of the way.

 Grille Guard integrates seamlessly with the truck’s overall appearance, accentuating the hood nameplate. Installation 
requires no drilling, which helps avoid future maintenance issues.



Clean Fuels & Electrification
High-quality and Dependable Engineering & Integration Services

Fontaine Modification is equipped to engineer and integrate a variety of clean fuels and 
electrification solutions for your Class 4 to Class 8 commercial vehicles.  We are capable to 

integrate these solutions onto new vehicles as well as retrofitting and repowering existing vehicles. 

“As commercial fleets transition to Zero Emission powertrain solutions, it’s important that they work 
closely with experienced and credible partners like Fontaine Modification to deliver the individualized 
solutions they require.”
      Maureen Marshall, Senior Director - Midwest Region

CALSTART



Commercial vehicle applications include:

We offer:

 Full-service Clean Fuels & Electrification 
integration services.

 An experienced, flexible, stable workforce.
 Strong engineering expertise. We are an 

engineering-based integrator.
 Strategic locations for optimized logistics and 

quick delivery.
 Credibility with commercial fleets, OEMs, dealers, 

and truck equipment manufacturers.
 Financial strength to back our work.

Electrification Solutions for 
Commercial Trucks and Buses

 BEV (Battery Electric Vehicles)
 FCEV (Fuel Cell Electric Vehicles)
 HEV (Hybrid Electric Vehicles)

 Delivery trucks
 Shuttle buses
 School buses
 Class 8 tractors

 Airport ground support equipment
 Zero-emission refrigerated trailers
 Cranes
 Refuse Trucks

“Fleets considering transitioning to any form of electric propulsion should take the time to 
understand and feel confident in the capabilities of the partners they intend to work with. A 
deep knowledge and understanding of the operating requirements of commercial vehicles 
and commercial fleets should be a primary consideration when evaluating electrification 
suppliers and integration partners.”
     Dave Brosky, Vice President of Business Development

Fontaine Modification 23



        FCEV (Fuel Cell Electric Vehicles)
Similar to conventional internal combustion engine vehicles, 
FCEVs can fuel in less than 4 minutes and have a driving range 
over 300 miles. They are more efficient than conventional internal 
combustion engine vehicles and produce no tailpipe emissions — 
they only emit water vapor and warm air.

FCEVs are fueled with pure hydrogen gas stored in a tank on the 
vehicle. They use a propulsion system, where energy stored as 
hydrogen is converted to electricity by the fuel cell. FCEVs are 
equipped with other advanced technologies to increase efficiency, 
such as regenerative braking systems that capture the energy lost 
during braking and store it in a battery.

        BEV (Battery Electric Vehicles)
Fontaine Modification handles hundreds of applications for 
trucks and buses for major fleets in the U.S. and Canada.
We have integrated vehicles for innovators of all-electric 
medium-duty trucks and buses. Projects include step vans, 
cargo vans, work trucks, school buses, and shuttle buses.

         HEV (Hybrid Electric Vehicles)
Fontaine Modification has the production and engineering 
resources and locations ready to convert vehicles to hybrid 
configurations.

HEVs are powered by an internal combustion engine and 
one or more electric motors that uses energy stored in a 
battery. The vehicle is fueled with gasoline to operate the 
internal combustion engine, and the battery is charged 
through regenerative braking, not by plugging in.

“We’re excited to have Fontaine Modification as a member of Clean Fuels Michigan. Their advanced 
manufacturing presence in southeast Michigan further demonstrates this region’s leadership 
position for clean and sustainable transportation solutions.”
     Jane McCurry, Executive Director

Clean Fuels Michigan



Clean Fuels
Work-Ready Vehicle Solutions

The Fontaine Modification Engineering Team supports your needs to optimize system integration,  
system packaging, and mechanical installation. Our engineers stay ahead of the  

market in integration methods. We offer:

 CNG (Compressed Natural Gas)    LPG (Liquified Propane Gas)
 LNG (Liquid Natural Gas)     Biodiesel Conversions

CONTACT
Dave Brosky | Fontaine Modification
Vice President of Business Development / Clean Fuels & Electrification
Dave.Brosky@FontaineMod.com

9827 Mt. Holly Rd., Charlotte, NC 28214
Cell: 586.945.2061

Our understanding of existing OEM platforms allows us to professionally install even the most complex 
fuel systems. We develop detailed work instructions for every installation and install only EPA certified 
fuel systems. This allows us to consistently deliver safe, reliable, and emissions compliant solutions to 
our customers. We are certified to install alternative fuel engines, fuel delivery systems, and complete 
packages at our 10 service centers across the United States.

We handle more than 3,000 CNG upfits annually. We work 
with the OEMs to ensure their systems are correctly specified 
for applications before the trucks or fuel systems are built, 
including:
 Installations of CNG back-of-cab tank cabinets
 CNG dual side saddle tanks systems
 CNG powered APUs and LNG saddle tank fuel systems

SCAN ME

SERVICES INCLUDE:

Fontaine Modification, established in 1985, is North America’s most comprehensive, engineering-focused 
provider of post-production services for commercial vehicle manufacturers, dealers, and fleets. Currently, 
Fontaine has 10 modification centers strategically located adjacent to OEM manufacturing plants.

“Fontaine Modification has been a strong partner over the years and we’re very 
confident in their engineering and integration capabilities.”
     - Hexagon Agility

 Complete engine installations and changes.
 Fuel tank packages for CNG, LNG, LPG, and Bio-diesel.
 Methane detection systems.
 Installation of complete alternative fuel packages.
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WHAT TO EXPECT FROM FONTAINE MODIFICATION
Our modifications bridge the gap between what OEMs can mass produce and what the customer 
needs to put the trucks to work. Products range from dual steering conversions, electric drivetrain 
installations, body installations, and extensive cab or chassis modifications to corporate graphics 
applications for large fleets. Locations adjacent to the OEM assembly plants allow vehicles to remain 
in the factory delivery system for nationwide distribution of “work-ready” trucks.
We process more than 40,000 trucks annually.

DESIGNED WITH CUSTOMERS IN MIND
Fontaine Modification’s in-depth technical and engineering expertise, coupled with our process 
quality and service capabilities, enables our customers to move their trucks into operation faster, 
cost effectively, and with greater reliability. 

With the Fontaine Modification Bailment Chassis and Ship-Thru agreement, you receive Work Ready 
trucks with low lead times and minimal procurement effort. This greatly simplifies the process and 
reduces lost time. The result: Trucks are on the job sooner!

WE ARE:
  Appreciated for our market-segment knowledge and fully engineered designs
  Respected for our compliance expertise
  Recognized for our contributions to industry innovations
  Admired for our high standards of quality
  Praised for our speed to market
  Remembered for our excellence in customer service and support
  Valued for our many years of industry excellence



CONTACT
Jennifer Sweet | Fontaine Modification
Vice-President Work Truck Business Development 
200 Eagle City Rd, Springfield OH 45502
Cell: 937-728-2277   Fax: 1-937-584-9948
Jennifer.Sweet@fontainemod.com

SCAN ME


